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For book publishing contacts on a global scale, International Literary Market Place 2006
is your ticket to the people, companies, and resources at the heart of publishing in more
than 180 countries world-wide-from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. With the flip of a page,
you'll find completely up-to-date profiles for more than 16,500 book-related concerns
around the globe, including... 10,500 publishers and literary agents 1,100 major
booksellers and book clubs 1,500 major libraries and library associations... and
thousands of other book-related concerns-such as trade organizations, distributors,
dealers, literary associations, trade publications, book trade events, and other
resources conveniently organized in a country-by-country format. Plus, ILMP 2006
includes two publisher indexes-Types of Publications Index and Subject Index-that offer
access to publishers via some 140 headings. Additional coverage includes information
on international literary prizes, copyright conventions, a yellow pages directory, and a
worldwide calendar of events through 2011.
"The Life of Cheese is the definitive work on America's artisanal food revolution.
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Heather Paxson's engaging stories are as rich, sharp, and well-grounded as the
product she scrutinizes. A must read for anyone interested in fostering a sustainable
food system." Warren Belasco, author of Meals to Come: A History of the Future of
Food "Heather Paxson's lucid and engaging book, The Life of Cheese, is a gift to
anyone interested in exploring the wonderful and wonderfully complex realities of
artisan cheesemaking in the United States. Paxson deftly integrates careful
considerations of the importance of sentiment, value and craft to the work of
cheesemakers with vivid stories and lush descriptions of their farms, cheese plants and
cheese caves. While she beguiles you with the stories and tastes of cheeses from
Vermont, Wisconsin and California, she also asks you to envision a post-pastoral ethos
in the making. This ethos reconsiders contemporary beliefs about America's food
commerce and culture, reimagines our relationship to the natural world, and redefines
how we make, eat, and appreciate food. For cheese aficionados, food activists,
anthropologists and food scholars alike, reading The Life of Cheese will be a
transformative experience." Amy Trubek, author of The Taste of Place: A Cultural
Journey into Terroir
Advances in Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management (New Series) is an annual
publication designed to disseminate developments in the area of investment analysis
and portfolio management. The publication is a forum for statistical and quantitative
analyses of issues in security analysis, portfolio management, options, futures, and
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other related issues. The objective is to promote interaction between academic
research in finance, economics, and accounting and applied research in the financial
community.
Beginning with 1953, entries for Motion pictures and filmstrips, Music and phonorecords form
separate parts of the Library of Congress catalogue. Entries for Maps and atlases were issued
separately 1953-1955.
For book publishing contacts on a global scale, International Literary Market Place 2005 is your
ticket to the people, companies, and resources at the heart of publishing in more than 180
countries worldwide-from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. With the flip of a page, you'll find
completely up-to-date profiles for more than 16,500 book-related concerns around the globe,
including... 10,500 publishers and literary agents 1,100 major booksellers and book clubs
1,500 major libraries and library associations... and thousands of other book-related concernsincluding trade organizations, distributors, dealers, literary associations, trade publications,
book trade events, and other resources conveniently organized in a country-by-country format.
Plus, ILMP 2005 includes two publisher indexes-Types of Publications Index and Subject Indexthat offer access to publishers via some 140 headings. Additional coverage includes
information on international literary prizes, copyright conventions, a yellow pages directory, and
a worldwide calendar of events through 2010.
The Subject Guide divides works into over 200 subject groups, facilitating targeted searches by
the subject fields. Both parts of the Guide to Reprints contain an Index of Persons as Subject
providing fast and reliable access to reprints focussing on specific individuals and their work.
Each part also comes with an index of publishers and distributors worldwide along with all
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relevant information.
SUCCEEDING IN BUSINESS WITH MICROSOFT OFFICE EXCEL 2013 prepares your
students to solve business problems by moving beyond the basic point and click skills to think
critically about realistic business situations. When students combine software analysis with
their own decision making abilities, they are more likely meet any business challenge with
success. The Succeeding in Business Series emphasizes problem-solving, critical thinking,
and analysis - challenging students to find efficient and effective solutions. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
University can be a psychologically distressing place for students. Empirical studies in
Australia and the USA highlight that a large number of law students suffer from psychological
distress, when compared to students from other disciplines and members of the general
population. This book explores the significant role that legal education can play in the
promotion of mental health and well-being in law students, and consequently in the profession.
The volume considers the ways in which the problems of psychological distress amongst law
students are connected to the way law and legal culture are taught, and articulates curricula
and extra-curricula strategies for promoting wellbeing for law students. With contributions from
legal academics, legal practitioners and psychologists, the authors discuss the possible causes
of psychological distress in the legal community, and potential interventions that may increase
psychological well-being. This important book will be of interest to legal academics, law
students, members of the legal profession, post-graduate researchers as well as non-law
researchers interested in this area.
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This book is the first Southern African edition of Stephen P. Robbins's Organizational
Behaviour, the best-selling organisational behaviour textbook worldwide.
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